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biomarker for individual differences in ASD and may help us understand the mechanisms that contribute to communication skills.
Keywords
Autism Spectrum Disorder, autonomic control, biomarker, cognition, heart rate, language, reliability Heart rate mean and variability as a biomarker for phenotypic variation in preschoolers with Autism Spectrum Disorder Background Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder, characterised by difficulties with social communication and interaction, and the presence of restricted and repetitive behavioural patterns and atypical sensory responses (American Psychiatric Association, 2013) . Although ASD is well described at a behavioural level, questions about the role of physiological functioning in the expression of ASD characteristics remain.
Identifying physiological biomarkers could help to explain heterogeneity in ASD symptom profile, facilitate early diagnosis, and provide markers for assessing treatment response (McPartland, 2016) . This may be particularly important in toddlerhood and early childhood where heterogeneity in developmental trajectory is maximal (Pickles et al., 2014) . A biomarker is an objectively measured biological process which is clinically relevant such as related to diagnosis, clinical endpoints, or effect of intervention (Biomarkers Definitions Working Group, 2001; Strimbu & Tavel, 2010) . Moreover, reliability of the marker over time is important for accuracy and measuring change. The search for biomarkers in ASD has commonly focussed on structural and functional differences in the brain, eye-tracking, and genetics (Klin et al., 2015; Bedford et al., 2017; Hazlett et al., 2017) . Finding biomarkers related to the ASD diagnosis proves to be challenging due to heterogeneity of the disorder, which urges for a shift to identifying biomarkers related to dimensional measures of symptomatology (Loth et al., 2016; McPartland, 2016) .
Autonomic activity as a candidate biomarker in toddlers with ASD
The autonomic nervous system (ANS) is a complex system of feedback pathways that link cardiac activity with central nervous system processes (e.g. Chambers & Allen, 2007 ).
The ANS is important for maintaining homeostasis in the body through balanced activation of parasympathetic and sympathetic branches (Berntson et al., 1997) . In brief, and as detailed in these papers (Malik et al., 1996; Berntson et al., 1997) , the parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) is relatively more active during rest and can be measured through the highfrequency band of heart rate variability (HRV), which corresponds with respiration rate.
Increase in parasympathetic activity leads to more vagal influence, suppressing the sinus node of the heart, which decreases heart rate (HR) and increases HRV. In contrast, the sympathetic branch activates to prepare for mobilisation (the 'flight or fight' response) and is reflected in increased HR due to the removal of the vagal break on the sinus node. Although other factors play a role in regulating the heart, HR and HRV can give us a peripheral, readily accessible index of the balance of parasympathetic and sympathetic arousal.
Cardiophysiological variables are objective, quantifiable characteristics of biological processes that could provide candidate biomarkers in toddlers with ASD. Cardiac activity and specifically HRV at baseline, when PNS is relatively more active, is considered to be a marker for a wide range of psychological functions and psychopathology and could therefore be equally important to consider in ASD in general (Beauchaine, 2015) . It is related to selfregulation and the ability to adjust to the environment. Indeed, higher HRV at baseline has been associated with the change in HRV in response to stimuli (Richards & Casey, 1991; . Psychometric properties such as test-retest reliability are higher during baseline responses compared to task-related responses (Benevides & Lane, 2015) . However, assessing traditional baseline physiology, often referred to as resting state, is challenging, especially in young children and individuals with ASD for whom compliance with behavioral requests to sit quietly with little external input is difficult.
In general, basic characteristics of measurement validity for cardiac activity during baseline activities such as calm viewing have not been explored in young children with ASD.
Critically, a candidate biomarker should have good test-retest reliability. Knowledge of measurement reliability during development is important if using measures across multiple time points to understand developmental change or response to treatment. HR and HRV have high test-retest reliability in children in the general population, though HRV reliability diminishes in a heterogeneous sample including children with a medical illness or condition (for meta-analysis see Weiner & McGrath, 2017) .
As well, it is important to know the variability of HR and HRV measures within a session. This may provide additional information as to the source of any observed group differences and associations with skills, potentially contributing to heterogeneity in ASD and conflicting findings from previous research. Moreover, individual metrics of variability itself could potentially be a useful biomarker in ASD (Geurts et al., 2008) . Intra-individual variability in performance may indicate whether physiological systems can accurately and consistently respond to environmental demands. Higher intra-individual variability has been reported in children with ASD, both behaviourally, in reaction time (6-13 years; Geurts et al., 2008) , and biologically, in amplitude and latency of event-related potentials (7-16 years; Milne, 2011) and resting-state brain connectivity (7-30 years; Falahpour et al., 2016) . Falahpour et al. (2016) hypothesized that these fluctuations may affect cognitive processing.
Fluctuations in physiology over time could reflect difficulties with attention control, which could affect performance and might underlie cognitive and behavioural variability observed in ASD, although this has not yet been investigated.
Finally, we must consider whether cardiovascular measures provide biomarkers of ASD at the diagnostic level, and/or whether they relate to dimensional profiles in particular domains. For young toddlers calm viewing or rest likely requires endogenous control, and indeed PNS activity during rest or calm viewing is related to self-regulation (Thayer et al., 2009; Holzman & Bridgett, 2017) and cognitive functioning (Staton et al., 2009 ). Measures of PNS activity during calm viewing could, therefore, be an informative marker of individual differences in cognitive functioning, emotion regulation, social functioning, and language. First, differences in HR and HRV could stem from poor control of emotional responses, which may be related to limited executive functioning (EF) and emotion regulation skills (Thayer & Lane, 2000; Thayer et al., 2009; Beauchaine, 2015) . Indeed, consistent lower HRV from 5 to 48 months during viewing of a toy or video clip is associated with more parent-reported withdrawal, pervasive developmental problems and oppositional defiant problems (Patriquin et al., 2015) . Longitudinally, TD children who did not show an increase in HRV between 24 and 48 months, compared to children who did, had more parent-reported social communication and social cognition problems on the Social Responsiveness Scale at age 4 (Constantino & Gruber, 2005; Patriquin et al., 2014) . Second, more vagal control is associated with more spontaneous social engagement and downstream effects of vagal nerve activity can be measured in HR and HRV (Porges, 2003 (Porges, , 2007 Geisler et al., 2013) . Third, cardiac measures change during phases of attention (Richards, 2010) . More vagal control during calm viewing could reflect stronger control of endogenous attention, and thus be important to domains that require focused attention like language learning (Mahurin-Smith et al., 2017) . Indeed, higher fetal PNS activity predict better language skills at 2.5 years (DiPietro et al., 2007) . Taken together, ANS indicators could provide biomarkers of functioning in a range of ASD-relevant domains.
An increasing number of studies consider the role of the ANS in ASD (Benevides et al., 2015; Lydon et al., 2016) . Toichi and Kamio (2003) suggest that autism is associated with hyper-arousal (higher sympathetic and lower parasympathetic activity) at rest. This is supported by studies reporting lower cardiac parasympathetic activity in school-aged children with ASD during resting conditions (Ming et al., 2005; Vaughan Van Hecke et al., 2009; Bal et al., 2010; Bujnakova et al., 2016) . Low parasympathetic activity implies these children either perceive the situation as more stressful, are unable to regulate autonomic activity to rest, or remain in a mobilized state. On a dimensional level, Guy et al. (2014) reported that lower PNS activity during attention to a picture was associated with poorer socialisation skills in 12-year-old children with and without ASD. In 7 to 17-year-old children, lower HRV whilst sitting quietly was also found to be associated with slower emotion recognition in the ASD group, but not in the TD group, which showed faster emotion recognition overall compared to the ASD group (Bal et al., 2010) .
In younger children, group differences between those with and without ASD have been less consistently observed. In two studies, 2 to 6-year-old children with ASD and TD did not show differences in HR or HRV at the group level (Sheinkopf et al., 2013; Zantinge et al., 2017) . In 4 to 7-year-olds with ASD, HRV was lower in children with no verbal language and more cognitive delays (Patriquin, Lorenzi, et al., 2013) . In the same cohort, higher HRV was associated with better receptive language skills . Conversely, Watson et al. (2010) did not find an association between HRV and language or socialisation skills during non-speech stimulus processing in children with ASD (28-42 month). Together, these studies indicate that autonomic activity in young children may relate to dimensional variation in skills, though evidence is mixed.
Current Study
In the present study, we examine autonomic activity in a longitudinal study of 2 to 4-year-old toddlers with and without ASD. During this period, social communication abilities develop rapidly and children with ASD show large differences in language development (Pickles et al., 2014) . Our primary goal is to assess the potential for HR and HRV to provide biomarkers for dimensional variation in behavioural phenotypes in preschool children with ASD. Because a good biomarker should show good reliability, we first assess the test-retest reliability of different measures of autonomic arousal over a 2 to 3-week period in children with ASD and TD during a non-social passive viewing battery. Specifically, we conduct analyses on average HR/HRV and intra-individual variability of HR and HRV across individual segments within an experimental session. Secondly, we look at group differences in both average levels and intra-individual variability of HR and HRV. In line with studies using similar age groups, we do not expect differences in average HR/HRV, but we do expect greater intra-individual variability for both measures in the ASD group. The third aim of the study is to explore the relation between autonomic arousal and individual differences in expressive and receptive language, socialisation skills and EF. Based on previous work, we expect lower HR and higher HRV to be associated with higher abilities in all children.
Additionally, we expect lower HR and higher HRV to predict better scores in these same domains at a 12-month follow-up visit. The final sample included 71 children with ASD and 66 TD children (Table 1 ). There were no gender differences; however, the ASD group was younger than the TD group, scored higher on the ADOS, were reported to have more difficulties with EF, and scored lower on all other standardized measures. All analyses were repeated including age and non-verbal ability as independent variables, because of significant differences between the two groups.
(TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE)
Protocol
This study was approved by the local Institutional Review Board. Participants were recruited from autism specialty clinics, birth-to-three centers, local pediatric clinics, affiliated hospitals, and local research registries. A guardian/parent of a participating child provided informed consent.
At entrance to the study, children and their parents were invited to the lab for three visits (Table 2) : a diagnostic/cognitive visit (session 1) and two visits for cardiac measures and other experimental paradigms (sessions 2 & 3). Children were followed up during another lab visit 6 and 12-months after the first three sessions. Only the 12-month follow-up was considered in this analysis and data at this time-point was available for 57 children in each group. (TABLE 2 ABOUT Executive Functions (BRIEF-P; Gioia et al., 2003) to assess difficulties with EF. The PLS-4, BRIEF-P and VABS-II were completed at the initial time point, and the PLS-5, BRIEF-P, and VABS-II were completed at the six and twelve-month follow up. The BRIEF-P was provided in a paper version and completed in person or was mailed together with a return envelope. The VABS-II was completed as an interview over the phone.
For reasons of parsimony, we created a composite score for expressive and receptive language, based on the in-person PLS-4 and the parent-report instrument VABS-II. Receptive language was computed as the mean of the z-scores for the auditory comprehension standard score (PLS-4) and receptive language v-score (VABS-II). Expressive language was computed as the mean of the z-scores for the expressive communication standard score (PLS-4) and the expressive language v-score (VABS-II). For the children who had no data available on the PLS (1 child for receptive, 11 children for expressive language) we used the score of the VABS-II only. The same was done for the receptive and expressive language scales at the twelve-month follow up. All correlations between the receptive subscales and the expressive subscales of the PLS and VABS-II were above r =.63
PNS Protocol
During both sessions 2 and 3, children completed a computer-delivered attention battery at the onset of the session. The battery, approximately 20 minutes in length, included nine blocks alternating calm viewing and active attention tasks. The current study only includes the calm viewing blocks, which were fixed in order (block 1, 3, 6, and 9). The two physiology sessions (session 2 and 3) were 2 to 6 weeks apart (M = 19.2 days, range 10-43 days). Parents reported on the sleep times of the night before each session, current flu symptoms and recent vaccines. The experimenters measured the child's body temperature, height and weight. As detailed in Supplementary Table S2 , there was no relation to cardiophysiological variables. These variables are not further considered.
Calm Viewing Stimuli: Because traditional resting state (sitting calmly with no external stimulation) is difficult with young children, we used a "calm viewing" protocol.
The children watched 4 x 90-second video of wildlife footage of baby animals accompanied by classical music. Nature clips are more often used as a resting state measure in studies with young participants (Patriquin, Lorenzi, et al., 2013) .
Autonomic measures: HR data were collected using Biolab (Version 3.0.4, MindWare Technologies LTD), sampled at 500 Hz and with a 0.5 Hz low pass and 40 Hz high pass filter. The electrodes were placed in a lead-II position on the chest or the back if the child did not tolerate them on the chest. Digital markers indicating the beginning and end of each video were sent via E-Prime 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools, Inc). Identification of the R-peak in the electrocardiogram was done offline using the automatic peak detection in HRV samples, window overlap: 50%). The HRV frequency band was set to 0.24 to 1.04 to fit the respiration rate of the 2 to 4-year age range of the children included in the study (Porges et al., 1996; Skowron et al., 2014) . All data included in the study had at least two out of three 30-second segments per calm viewing block and children had data on at least two blocks at session 2 and/or 3. 14 children in the TD group and 18 in the ASD group only had data from one session available due to no data or overall bad data signal. Of the remaining segments, more were excluded in the ASD group (181, 12.2%; 50 missing segments, 131 with missing peaks) compared to the TD group (70, 4.9%; 13 missing segments, 54 with missing peaks; t(105.46) = 3.32, p = .001). The number of available 30-second segments per child was higher in the TD group; this difference approached significance (Table 1) .
Statistical Analysis
Analyses were run in Stata 14.2 (StataCorp, 2015) . First, the HRV segments were log- 
Results

Test-retest reliability
Results per group for HR, HRV, HRIIV and HRVIIV are given in Table 3 . 53 children in the ASD and 52 children in the TD group had data from both sessions available. The ICC for HR and HRV was moderate to good (Cicchetti & Sparrow, 1981) Because of the observed group difference in intra-individual variability, we were interested to see if physiological intra-individual variability relates to Expressive language, Receptive language, Socialisation and EF. We repeated the correlations using the average HRIIV and HRVIIV of the two sessions. HRIIV related to Expressive language in the TD group (r = .28, p = .046), but not when corrected for multiple comparisons.
Relation to symptoms one year later
We ran four hierarchical regressions (Expressive and Receptive language, Socialization, EF) for each group. For most analyses, ability at baseline was a significant predictor of ability at the twelve-month follow up (Supplementary Tables S4 & S5) . HR and HRV did not explain any additional variance in Language, Socialisation skills or EF abilities one year later.
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to look at the feasibility of physiological measures as a biomarker for categorical and dimensional variation in behavioural phenotypes in young children with and without ASD. Children passively watched naturalistic videos and cardiac data was collected during this calm viewing period. First, HR and HRV showed moderate reliability over a two to three-week interval in both groups. The reliability of within-session intra-individual variability in HR and HRV over this same interval was very low. Second, as expected and in-line with previous findings, we did not find group differences in HR or HRV between preschool-aged children with and without ASD, regardless of significant differences between the groups in cognitive ability. However, HRIIV was higher in the ASD than the TD group. Next, we looked at the association with behavioural phenotypes. After controlling for age and non-verbal skills, higher HRV during calm viewing related to better language skills in the ASD group. HR and HRV related only to concurrent abilities and did not explain additional variability in abilities one year later.
Biomarker Potential
The test-retest reliability of average HR and HRV during calm viewing in preschoolaged children suggests these measures are reliable across a two to three-week period--the ICC ranged from fair to good overall. The overlapping confidence intervals of ICC indicates that the reliability of both measures does not differ between the two groups. These findings are comparable to test-retest reliability of HR/HRV in preschoolers (Doussard-Roosevelt et al., 2003) , brain measures in children (Somandepalli et al., 2015) and electrodermal activity in ASD (Schupak et al., 2016) . The reliability of HR/HRV suggests that there are trait-like individual differences in regulation of arousal state in children with ASD and maybe promising for the use of cardiac activity as a biomarker for individual difference in preschoolers.
Our results suggest that cardiac activity during calm viewing is not suitable as a diagnostic biomarker of ASD. There were no group differences in either HR or HRV between ASD and TD. Additionally, groups show comparable within-group variation, highlighting the similarities between the ASD and TD group in autonomic arousal. The results remained the same when only including children who had data from all 24 segments. These findings are consistent with existing research in children with ASD in a similar age range (Sheinkopf et al., 2013; Zantinge et al., 2017) and provide further evidence that autonomic arousal during calm viewing is not a sensitive marker of ASD in young children. This implies that the ANS system functions typically during passive viewing of non-social stimuli, which is beneficial To assess variability of the cardiac measures within a participant, we compared groups on intra-individual variability, i.e. the variation between the 30-second segments. The ASD group showed higher intra-individual variability in HR compared to the TD group. As HR is related to attention (Richards & Cronise, 2000) , fluctuations in autonomic activity could impact information processing and may underly the variation in response observed in this group. There was, however, no relationship between intra-individual variability and (measured) developmental abilities. Also, the test-retest reliability of intra-individual variability was very low, making autonomic variability itself during calm viewing unsuitable as a biomarker at this age.
Relation to Ability
The next aim of the study was to relate physiological activity with developmental abilities. As expected, the ASD group scored significantly lower on Receptive and Expressive language, Socialisation and EF abilities compared to the TD group. After controlling for age and non-verbal abilities, the ASD group followed the hypothesized pattern of higher HRV relating to better Expressive and Receptive language skills. This is in line with the Polyvagal theory, suggesting that higher PNS activity is important for social engagement and language development (Porges, 2007) . Of note, Klusek et al. (2013) found that in 4 to 15-year old children, pragmatic, but not expressive or receptive language, related to resting measures of HR and HRV. However, early trajectories of expressive and receptive language development are heterogeneous in ASD and stabilise after the age of 5 (Pickles et al., 2014) . Therefore, autonomic arousal might play a larger role in language development in our sample, compared to older children, for whom language is more dependent on previously developed communication skills. Our results are in line with , who found a relation within the ASD group between HRV and receptive and expressive language delay (but see Watson et al., 2010) .
Our findings suggest that higher parasympathetic activity during calm viewing is associated with better language development within preschool-aged children with ASD, making HR and HRV a possible target for or proxy outcome measure of intervention. It may be that calm viewing requires relatively high levels of endogenous attentional control, an important skill in many settings, including in education and learning. It will be important to vary the content of evoking stimuli, including integration with eye tracking to quantify visual attention, with the goal of developing a fuller understanding of the mechanisms underlying the association between autonomic control and language development.
The hypothesized relationship was not found between autonomic arousal and socialisation and EF skills, contradicting evidence from studies including older samples (Guy et al., 2014; Neuhaus et al., 2014) . This suggests that this relationship is not present at preschool age during a passive, non-social situation. Both socialisation and EF in this study were based on parent report only, whereas autonomic measures and the combined language scores (in part) reflect behaviour during the sessions. Of note, the Social Affect calibrated severity score of the ADOS, also collected during the same session as the language measures, did not relate to HR or HRV (see Supplementary Material S6). As previously suggested, examining cardiac response during a social interaction may be more informative (Sheinkopf et al., 2013; Watson et al., 2010) .
The association between HR and language was in the opposite direction for the TD group--higher HR was related to better language. Although the association became nonsignificant after controlling for age and non-verbal abilities, the direction contradicted the expectation. According to the Yerkes-Dodson law (Yerkes & Dodson, 1908) , optimal arousal is related to task difficulty, following an inverted U-shape, with lower arousal more beneficial for more difficult tasks. The current study does not include a task as described in the Yerkes-Dodson law, but rather a calm viewing paradigm as a measure of resting state.
However, children had to regulate their attention to the screen and the stimuli used could be perceived as more or less complex depending on the child's developmental abilities.
Although highly speculative, this may help explain why higher arousal relates to better language in the TD children. Children with better cognitive abilities might not need to allocate as much effort and attention to processing the stimuli and therefore show higher HR.
To provide an indirect test of the role of ability, we ran an additional analysis. We split the ASD group based on their non-verbal developmental level to probe the relationship within children with ASD and lower cognitive ability, which would be consistent with a Ushaped curve hypothesis. This was indeed the case--the association with language remained significant only in the ASD group with lower non-verbal scores, not in the ASD group with average non-verbal skills. Although age differences in these two groups limit our interpretation of this finding, additional consideration of developmental abilities (and interaction with age) when looking at associations with PNS activity will be critical moving forward.
Identifying a true 'resting state' is challenging in young children, as they cannot be explicitly asked to 'rest' in the same way as adults. Thus, resting state data is typically collected with young children during a pre-determined putatively relaxing video with the potential for individual variability in engagement and interest (Valkenburg & Vroone, 2004) .
We also can not rule out the fact that some children were paying attention to the video because they understood from the context that they were 'supposed to', increasing the influence of top-down attentional control. Since sustained attention influences HR and HRV (Richards et al., 1991; Richards et al., 2000) , group differences in the ability to interpret the pragmatics of the experimental context could influence our results. Our design does not allow us to dissect the contribution of differences in top-down processes, like interpretation of the situational pragmatics, versus bottom-up, the extent to which attention is naturally on the video. Therefore, it is unclear how this affects the relation between language and individual differences in autonomic control. This could also relate to the group differences in the direction of the relations, since children with ASD may be less likely to be able to 'read' the behavior of the examiner and react to their expectations. Future research could try to dissect these effects by comparing different methods of assessing resting-state in children.
Finally, there was no relation between autonomic activity and later developmental scores over a 12-month period for either Expressive or Receptive language, Socialisation skills or EF. Fetal HR and HRV are related to language at 2.5 years, such that higher prenatal parasympathetic activity related to better language skills in toddlers (DiPietro et al., 2007) .
Also, higher HRV in new-borns relates to better social abilities in three-year-olds (DoussardRoosevelt et al., 1997) . This suggests that while autonomic activity in infancy may relate to socio-communicative abilities later in life, autonomic variability during calm, non-social periods in preschool children does not contribute to variability in language skills over a 12-month period once language has started to develop. Changes in HRV from baseline to both social and non-social conditions at 10 months is associated with expressive and receptive language at respectively 2 and 3 years, which in turn relates to social competence and EF at 4 years (Whedon et al., 2018) . Similarly, evaluating the autonomic response to non-social and social stimuli including language in preschoolers might provide a better predictor of later socio-cognitive skills than trait levels of PNS activity.
Limitations
The strengths of this study include the confirmed ASD diagnosis, using clinical judgement and gold-standard diagnostic instruments, and the large sample size compared to other physiology studies in ASD research. Data on cardiac activity during rest was collected during multiple segments over two days, creating a more stable and less context-dependent measure compared to a single short resting episode as done in the majority of studies. One limitation is that more segments were excluded in the ASD group, compared to the TD group.
This could be due to more movement or poorer tolerance of the sensors in the ASD group.
Although we controlled for number of segments in the analyses, we cannot rule out that this might potentially confound the results. Both groups, however, were comparable in terms of HR and HRV suggesting that if the ASD group showed more movement overall during the resting videos, this did not result in higher HR. There were no differences over time between the groups in the number of missing segments, suggesting that children with ASD were not becoming more fatigued with the battery compared to the TD group (Supplementary Material S7). Further, more artefacts in the data could also have led to lower HRV due to insertion of missing beats. Deleting segments with any missing peaks did however not change the results
(Supplementary Material S8).
A second limitation is that we did not control for any interventions, although a substantial proportion of the ASD group (90%) received some kind of treatment between baseline and follow-up, most commonly speech or occupational therapy. However, there was substantial heterogeneity in the duration, nature and intensity of interventions experienced.
This means that our design does not allow us to determine the extent to which interventions influenced the relation between early physiology and later language development. Since these were all interventions naturally accessed in the community, our results are likely generalizable to other samples with a similar access to services; but may not generalise to less well-served samples who might receive less intervention in this time-window. Future research designed to ask how specific interventions influence trajectories would be required to answer this question.
Another limitation is that developmental abilities of the ASD group were lower than the TD group. Because age correlates with cardiac indices, groups were matched on chronological, rather than developmental age. Our results suggest that the associations between PNS and socio-cognitive abilities might vary depending on the child's developmental level. Our results could therefore relate to developmental abilities, rather than specifically ASD symptoms. Including a non-ASD group that is both chronologically and developmentally matched on age with the ASD group may provide further understanding of the role of autonomic arousal in ASD specifically.
Conclusions
In this study, we establish that there is good reliability of autonomic measures in the ASD group, comparable to the TD group. Figure 1 . Group differences in heart rate and heart rate variability Figure 2 . Group differences in intra-individual variability (IIV) of heart rate and heart rate variability Figure 2. Group differences in heart rate and heart rate variability Figure 2 . Group differences in intra-individual variability (IIV) of heart rate and heart rate variability Supplementary Material S6.
Pearson correlation between HR/HRV and Social Affect score: There was no correlation between HR and the Social Affect Calibrated Severity Score (SA-CSS) in the ASD group (r = -.01, p =.934) or TD group (r = -.11, p =.399). There is also no association with HRV (ASD: r = -.03, p = .830; TD: r = .12, p = .33). Results remained the same after controlling for age and visual reception score.
Supplementary Material S7.
Difference of missing segments over time: We ran a repeated measures ANOVA to see if there is an interaction effect between group and block. Specifically, we took together the number of all missing segments for each of the four blocks. We took the total per block of the two cardiac sessions. As expected based on the group comparison the effect of group approached significance, the ASD group had more missing segments overall (F(1) = 3.72, p = .056). There was no interaction effect between group and block (F(3) = 1.44, p = .230), meaning that there was no difference over time between the two groups in the amount of lost segments. The number of excluded segments is therefore unlikely to be the consequence of more fatigue in the ASD group compared to the TD group. There was an effect of block (F(1) = 4.73, p = .003) and posthoc analysis shows that more segments were missing in the first and last block compared to block 2 and 3. Re-analysing the data only with segments that were excluded because of too many missing beats did not show an effect of group. This suggests that cardiac data was more often not recorded during block 1 and 4 or electrodes were not attached. 
